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The purpose of this thesis project is to examinethe effect of culturally derived

game strategies on the success level of players in the game of baseball. Specifically, I
look at both the influence of how various Latin American cultures teach the game in

orderto better ensure success of players at the MLB level versus how the game is

taught in the United States and Japan. In this way I develop a feedback model in

whichthese game strategies perpetuate a cycle of enculturation that further reinforces
cultural/ethnic identities. In order to accomplishthis goal I look at the factors that led

Latinos to adopt baseball in their culture and how game strategies havebeen adapted

to best getnoticed by MLB scouts. In this study, I use advanced statistics referred to
as sabermetrics to evaluate player impact, performance, and playtime. These statistics

are thenusedto explore a number of variables such as ethnicity, nationality and age in
order to comeup with a multi-factorial analysis ofthe effects of culture on player
success.
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INTRODUCTION

For well over one hundred years, the game of baseball has repeatedly been
called 'America's Pastime.' This simple phrase has firmly etched into the minds of
generations of United States citizens that the game is a symbol of a shared cultural
heritage. It is an American institution, created and owned by members of this
country. Through half of the country's tumultuous history, the game has not only
existed but has functioned as a mirror of social and political change.
However, the game is not static. Resourceful individuals have done with
baseball what has been done with countless institutions in the age of modernization.

Baseball has gone global. It has spread in almost every conceivable direction across
the planet and is even followed in parts of the world where the game is not even
played (Klein 2006b).
Yet, the demographics of the game of baseball in the United States are

changing. The fan base is not only getting older, but it is altering along racial, ethnic,
and gender lines (Klein 2006b). African American presence in the game is in sharp
decline while there is an increase in both participants and spectators amongst people
of both Latino and Asian heritage. Competition with other forms of entertainment

seems to have played a part in the decline of the popularity of the sport.
This competition as well as team expansion has also led to a decline in the

number of 'home-grown' players available to fill the necessary positions on the thirty
available MLB teams. MLB players are increasingly coming to the United States

from a variety of places such as the Dominican Republic, Cuba, Japan, Venezuela as

well as many others. For instance, between the years 1871 and 1950, there were only

fifty-four Latino ballplayers in Major League Baseball (Regalado 2002). However in
2005 alone, there were 204 Latino ballplayers and this number made up about 25

percent of all MLB players (Klein 2006a).
Riess (1980) argues that "the conventional wisdom that professional baseball

was an important alternate source of upward mobility for lower-class youths is
inaccurate." He posits that major league jobs went primarily to middle-class natives
and that the myth of upward mobility was for the benefit of immigrants. However,
his argument is based around players priorto the 1920s before integration. Latino

players tend to come from more meagercircumstances and the myth of upward
mobility is well entrenched (Regalado 1998; Klein 1995).

This project attempts to understand the changing dynamics ofthe game and

its demographics throughthe lens of cultural transmission. Using the effect of
baseball on Latin America, I explore how the decisions that individual players make

to get noticed by MLB teams for purposes of upward mobility impact the meanings of
their ethnicity and culture. These decisions have not only accounted for changes in

racial/ethnic stereotypes, but have actually made lasting impressions on cultural
values. Further, I explore how simple game strategies have created a feedback loop
that has led to reliance on baseball as a potential escape from poverty and inequalities
at home.

A VERY BRIEF HISTORY OF MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

On the first day there was nothing, but on the second day, well, he created
baseball. As far as creation stories go, the story of baseball's invention is as varied as

any. Though the myth of Abner Doubleday's formulation of the game in

Cooperstownin 1839 has been repeatedlydebunked, he is still often given credit

despite stories ofthe game being played dating back into the 18th century (Rader
2002). However, from Albert Spalding to Alexander Cartwright, the identity of the

specific architect has been constantly debated since the game started gaining

popularity in the mid-19th Century (Rader 2002).
Likely,the game wasn't created through any one individual and was instead
derived from similar British games. The modern game can trace its routes back to
rule set of the Knickerbockers created in September 1845 by Cartwright (Ivor-

Campbell 2002). Although the Knickerbockers gamehas many similarities to the

present one, there were still some major differences. For instance, pitchers would
literally pitch the ball in an underhand fashion (Rader2002). In the following years,

the game would beginto organize into a number of amateur and professional leagues
run by players.

Though MLB keeps statistics from the defunct National Association that ran
from 1871 to 1875, it wasn't until 1876 that modern professional baseball had its first

appearance (MLB.com 2007). Over the nextquarter century, professional leagues
cameand went with varying degrees of success, often giving new ideasto the leagues
that followed. For instance, the American Association was a successful league for a

decade before it merged with the National League in 1891 bringing with it both ideas
and some ofthe teams that still exist in the NL today. Despite the growth of the NL,

Major League Baseball as an organization can trace its true start to the merging of the
National League and the upstart American League in 1902.
However, Major League Baseball was still not whole and would not be so
until Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier in 1947. The segregation of baseball
was a natural extension of the culture of the United States at the time. Segregation

was a natural part of life and extended to almost every aspectof life. Tygiel (2002)

argues thatthe formation ofthe Negro Leagues in the 1920s wasn't just to give
African American players a place to play. They were created for a sense of African
American empowerment; they were featured at every level of organization. It also
kept players ready for eventual integration.

LATIN AMERICAN BASEBALL

Baseball was introduced into Latin America in the mid-19th Century (Burgos
2007). Though each country has its own particular way in which the game was
established, it was usually through indirect contact with the United States rather than

a concentrated effort on part of any organized professional league. The following
short histories will focus on two specific countries and how baseball found itself
being played there.

Cuba

The appearance of baseball in Cuba was first attributed to American soldiers
that were stationed there and who taught the game to the locals in the late 1800s

following the SpanishAmerican War (Klein 1997). However, other research tends
to attribute the introduction of baseball to Cuban students studying in the United

States who broughtthe game with them on their return to Cuba in the 1860s(Klein
1997; Van Bottenburgh2001). Baseball became popular quickly and games were

oftenfollowed by hugecelebrations featuring food and expressions of Cuban culture
(Carter 2006).

The Cuban League, which was small in numbersof teams but not in

popularity, hit its prime in the decades preceding the Cuban Revolution (Carter 2006).
All of these teams were located near or in the capital city of Havana and the game

tended to be attended mostly by affluent individuals. However, the league and the

game were both a point of pride as well as a symbol of Cuban independence.

When Castro, a former ballplayer himself, took over in 1959, he began to

change the way that baseball was run in Cuba (Carter 2006). He moved teams and
created stadiums to ensure that the sport was available to the public. New leagues

were formed and these leagues featured more teams than before. More people signed

on to playthe game for several reasons. For instance, Cuban ballplayers were often
given special privileges not given to others under Castro's regime (Carter 2006).
These acts created new rivalries and revitalized the sport. Castro would even

participate in games and has often beencited for throwing a great curveball (Wendel
2006).

The changing of the government also had some negative impacts on the sport.

The agreements between MLB and the Cuban League were voided and the

professional Cuban system was abolished in favor of anamateur league (Carter 2006).
In addition, many Cuban players fled or were exiled. However, the new system
created ties between the teams and their locations. Cuban baseball was no longer

subject to bigmarket teams hiring all ofthe players asthese players generally stayed
in their home province throughout their careers. These ties create a sense of

community and player/fan interaction that is not seen atthe professional level in the
United States (Wendel 2006). The collapse ofthe Soviet Union ledto economic

problems in Cuba and these issues in addition to the abolishment of the professional
leagues led to adecrease in salaries. Due to the lower salaries, some Cuban players
still decide to defect to the United States given the disparity in salaries between

playing baseball in Cuba and playing in theU.S (Wendel 2006).

Dominican Republic

Baseball can trace its heritage in the Dominican Republic back into the latter
half of the nineteenth century when Cuban sugar planters fled the chaos of their civil
war (Klein 2006a; Regalado 2002). Cuban immigrants quickly took over the

sugarcane industry and many began to organize teams out of their workers and these
teams would play against the teams of other refinery managers (Klein 2006a). Often
players on these teams would receive extra privileges for participating in these games.

These privileges would include such things as time off from the difficult task of cane
cutting, a great motivator for players to increase their skill. This story of baseball's
roots in the Dominican Republic is famously reflected in the story of San Pedro de

Macoris, a city that boasts more MLB players per capita than any other city in the
world (Kurlansky 2010).

Four major teams dominated the landscape of professional baseball in the

Dominican Republic from 1907until the 1930s(Klein 2006a). These teams recruited
not only local players, but also increasingly added players from abroad. These

acquisitions addedto the intensity of play as well as the budgets of the teams.
Unfortunately, this caused the ownersto eventually become bankruptand put an end

to professional baseball in the Dominican Republic for over a decade.
A new league started in 1951 with a new structure and began to attract

attention. In 1955, this new leaguereacheda deal with MLB that createdthe Winter

League so thatbaseball in the Dominican Republic would not compete with

professional baseball in theUnited States (Klein 2006a). More importantly, thisdeal
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began relationships between various MLB teams and Dominican baseball that

allowed U.S. players to play there in the winter in exchange for the development of
Dominican prospects.

The development ofthe Dominican academy system started in the 1980s as a

way to evaluateand develop talent locally (Klein 2006a). Startedby the Blue Jays

and the Dodgers, otherteams quickly realizedthat this was an advantage in which
they wanted to take part. It was readily apparent that Dominican playerswere both

equally talented and much cheaper than theirUnited States counterparts andthe
numberof Dominican players that reached the Majors quickly grew each year. This
was a useful practice for MLB teams tryingto operate on a tight budget,but the
academies took players away from the Dominican amateur leagues (and by extension,
the professional leagues).

For those too young for the academies, they aretrainedby the buscon, an

analog for the American baseball scout (Klein 2006a). A buscon, a word synonymous

with agent or finder, but also colloquially usedas a synonym for scam artist, provides
for all of the youngballplayers needs from coaching andtraining to education and

food (Fainaru 2001). The buscon operates outside the established MLB/Dominican

relationship which poses a conundrum for many groups involved in the baseball labor
trade.

For some, the buscones are an indispensable partof the business and an agent

for empowerment for Dominicans in the system (Fainaru 2001). Others demonize
them for taking anunfair amount of compensation out ofthe players they find and

train. While a typical U.S. agent would receive around 5 percent of a ballplayer's
earnings, a buscon might earn closer to 50 percent (Fainaru 2001). However, they are

more than just an agent. They provide upkeep for these youngsters as well as training
and contacts and many young players would never get a chance without them. The

corruption of this system, though, has led many to push for an International amateur

draft (Fainaru 2001; Klein 2006a). This would have long lasting implicationson
baseball in general and may well change the game strategydynamics that this paper
shows.

United States

The player most often credited for being the first Latino in professional
baseball was a Cuban named Esteban Bellan who debuted in 1868 (Regalado 2002;

Burgos 2007). However, players from all overLatin America have played in United
States professional baseball overthe century and a halfof its existence. Thenumbers
of Latino players have increased dramatically overthe years, though, this increase
trulystarted withthe integration of baseball in 1947 (Klein 2006a).

Inthe 19th Century, professional baseball in most ofthe Americas was split
along color lines; however, the United States seems to have kept this practice the

longest. Latino players were judged based onboth skin color and the depth oftheir

Spanish heritage and bloodline (Burgos 2007). Players judged to be dark were often
excluded from playing in the Major Leagues and instead would play in the Negro
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Leagues. However, some players like Alejandro Carrasquel were ableto get into the
Majors despite a darker skin tone (Wilson 2005).

After the integration of Major League Baseball, there was a rushto explore
new avenues of talent. The Negro Leagues were not the only target either. Players
from across the globe were signed in an effort to out-scout rival teams. Cuba,

Venezuela, Mexico, the Dominican Republic, and others became centers of scouting
activity. The paths had opened and the signs pointed to cheaper talent. Today, Major
League Baseball boasts a global audience and includes players from six continents
and over 30 countries.
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THE QUESTION OF RACE AND ETHNICITY

Race and ethnicity are concepts that have often been used interchangeably

(Smedley 2007). Though both are categories used to differentiate groups of people
from one another, race and ethnicity diverge in the way that these differences are

forged. Race and ethnicity are value-laden; they are markers that play a prevalent role
in social interactions.

Race is based on biology; it is supposed to be unchanging (Smedley 2007).

Evolutionarytheory dictates that biological differences are the mechanism by which
life is able to thrive. At the species level, different groups of organisms are

differentially suited for environments based on shared traits within the species.
However, there are sometimes traits within a species that are not shared; however, the

differences between these subgroups do not follow the definition of species. These
minor differences between sub-species allow the species as a whole to survive with

environmental changes or even to morph into a new species given time and

environmental pressure. Race is a marker of this biological difference in sub-species.
It is an indicator of a separated biological history that allowed a divergence between

peopleto create two very different groupswithin a single species.
However, social scientists claim that race is a concept without a biological
basis in humans. How can this be when we can see the difference so easily? The

problem is that this concept that has beenso important in the history of the United
States is based on one flawed assumption. Race is not a normative, distinct way to

group people as it might be in other species (Rensberger 1981). Human variation
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exists on a true continuum and traits that might be seen as racial do not have distinct
geographical or genetic boundaries.
In the hundreds of years that scientists have studied the concept, there has

never been a reliable way to categorize race. The differences overlap as there has not

been any lengthy period of time in the past in which groups were isolated enough for
discrete differences to evolve. Human variation is a continuous concept in which
difference in individuals are greater than differences in groups.

Race is still an extremely important social concept, however. Historical
events have ensured that race is ingrained into the minds of people across the globe.
It is a distinction that has broad social implications and a concept that is consistently

reinforced through interpersonal interactions. Though it may be easy for one to

declare that a person is of a specific race, there is little scientific validity in doing so.
Racial identity today is far different than it was in the past. The 2000 Census allowed
for the option to check multiple race boxes for those of mixed heritage (Farley 2002).
Self-identification had been used for years prior to this change, but the interpretation

was fairly straightforward and lackingunderthe old policy of check one box in that it
did not allow for mixed race categories.

On the other hand, ethnicity is a dynamic concept that has a variety of

interpretations. Barth (1969) approached the problem by stating that ethnicity is
based on boundaries; it is a way to demarcate one's group from the other. Others

statethat ethnicity is a fluid set of learned behaviorsthat include shared combined
beliefs, customs, ideology, language, and traditions; in other words, ethnicity is a
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synonym for culture. Levine (1999) defines ethnicity as the "method of classifying
people (both self and other) that uses origin (socially constructed) as its primary
reference." He posits that mimmalistic definition has an advantage in that it makes it

easy for methodological reasons. This definition is the one used for this project.

Operationalizing Race and Ethnicity

Earlier studies on baseball have largely ignored the difficulty of attributing

race and ethnic identityto individuals (Phillips 1983;Leonard et al. 1988). For racial
identification, these studies have often focused on phenotypic differences. The
method of identification was often to look at photographs and decide whether

someone belonged to one race or another. Without attempting self-identification,

racial grouping in research is problematic andthere appears to be no consistent
method.

In terms of ethnic identity, studies (Phillips 1983; Leonard et al. 1988) have

attempted to solve the problem byplacing importance on reliability rather than

focusing onthe flaws of any specific definition. In thiscase, reliability is repeatability
suchthat a group of studies will use a similar, if flawed, definition so that these
studies can worktogether as a single body of work. Though many of these studies

were asking very different questions, it is still necessary to keep a similar working
definition for both purposes of comparison andto contribute to a larger working

knowledge base. Thus, the operational definition of theterm Latino will be similar to
the previous studies mentioned above.
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A Latino player will be defined as any person who traces ancestry to locales
that share a common history of Spanish colonization, a common language of Spanish,

and a shared heritage (Lapchick & Benedict 1993; Gonzalez 2002). These locales
include North, Central, and South American countries such as Mexico, Guatemala,

and Argentina, as well as Caribbean countries such as Puerto Rico, the Dominican

Republic and Cuba. Though someearlierstudies include Brazil, it will be excluded
in this study due to the fact that the development of baseballin Brazil comesthrough

Japan rather than the United States andthe players of Brazilian baseball are usually of
Japanese heritage (Azzoni et al. 2006).

However, for the purposes of this study, there is one modification that must be
made since the interestof this project is not in the player's ethnicity, but in the culture

in which the game of baseball is learned. Thus Latino, for this study, will be used

only for people bom in a country that meets the factors established above. So, a

player who might meet the original definition but was bom and learned the game of
baseball in the United States will be place in the U.S. group.
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CULTURE AND BASEBALL

Regalado (2001) argues that American neocolonial expansion brought
American values that led to an influx of Latin Americans into the United States in the

late 19th and early 20th centuries. These immigrants were searching for the 'American
Dream' of prosperity and hope. However, the racism and ethnocentrism of the day
meant that few found it. Instead, they found baseball.

The motivations for playing the game of baseball are many. For some, it is a

powerful method of upward mobility. Major League baseball players make more than
enough money to help raise entire families out of poverty. For others, baseball is a

form ofresistance. During the 19th Century, baseball games were a place where
Cubans could gather and celebratetheir own identityrather than the identityimposed
by colonialism (Carter 2006).

Perhaps unsurprisingly, many Latinos feel that baseball is more than a game.
It is a reflection of cultural identity as it encompasses a lot about what is important for

the shared parts of Latin American culture. As Regalado (1998: xiv) states,
Baseball was more than a game to them. It was a competition that
carried social and economic implications. Baseball was a path out of
poverty; it helped to bring distinction to their homelands; it was a
means to ease the pain and suffering of kinfolk and compatriots; and it
provideda sliver of hope to many youngerLatins who might otherwise
have envisioned a dim future. Their determination to succeed in the

face of an unwelcoming culture reveals the human spirit of Latin
players.

Baseball is a part of the collective identity, but it is also part of an individual
identity. Latino ballplayers belong to two groups: baseball player and Latin
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American. Ingrained as baseball may be into the culture of many Latin American
countries, it is even more important to those who play it. Baseball players are a

subculture of their own with specific ideologies, rituals, and group dynamics. Latino

ballplayers belong to this group as well, though their role has not been entirely equal
to white ballplayers.

Inequalities

Burgos (2007) argues that foreign-bom Latino players have economic and
cultural disadvantages compared to North American players. This criticism can be

extended to players that come from Japan as well. Organized Japanese baseball does
not have the same American influence that the academies in Latin America possess.

Until recently, bidding wars over players like Daisuke Matsuzaka rarely happened for

players from Latin American countries. Latino playerstend to be more numerous and
will often sign for much cheaper than players from other places.
Latin American prospects are often seen as a source of cheap talent that can

potentially offset the more expensive signings of players that enterthe amateur draft
(Burgos 2007). Both Latino and Japanese ballplayers are ineligible for the amateur
draft due to the official draft mles of the MLB. However, the posting system in place

due to an agreement between the MLB and the Japanese leagues keeps the costs
associated with Japanese players high.

In addition, Spanishspeaking playersare often held to a differentstandard

than other foreign bom players. Translators are often provided for Japanese players
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whereas Latino players are often expected to quickly learn English (Burgos 2007).
There seems to be a concerted effort on the part of many teams to provide language

classes in their respective academies, though one might again raise the question of
how this might further indebt players to their team.

Further, there are suggestions of discrimination in baseball, as there may exist
an unequal amount of opportunities for players who have, in essence, the same
amount of ability (Leonard et al. 1988). One form of discrimination is in the form of

"marginality" wherethere is a tendencyto have marginally talented players be white.
Another form of discrimination is in the form of"centrality" where there is a tendency

to exclude non-white players from positions of 'command (Phillips 1983).'
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HYPOTHESES

The Latino presence in Major League Baseball is an obviously increasing
trend (Wendel 2003). Ballplayers are constantly coming from the Hispanic countries
and many are becoming quite successful. The success of these players and their

contributions back into their country of origin are visible signs of upward mobility.
Many successful players use their earnings to give money back to their home
countries. For instance, many successful Dominican players reinvest their monies
back into Dominican academies (Klein 2006a). This two-way reinforcement cannot

help but be an example of a feedback loop. Reinvestment will have an effect on the
youth of the Dominican Republic and the question for young hopefuls becomes not
whether to take the path or not, but instead of how to get individuallynoticed.
Extended into the rest of Latin America, it is worth a look to see if a more aggressive

strategy to the gamemightbe a sign of an economically and culturally motivated way
to become that player that makes it.

For purposes of this study, it is important to establish the existence of different
baseball strategies and what a more aggressive strategy mightentail. In this case, the

hypothesis is thatLatino ballplayers attempt to getnoticed by scouts bytrying to
make the "bigplay" offensively. The delineation between big plays andthe restwill
be depicted as a function of risk and success rate. A playwill be defined as big when
the result could lead to either a significant decrease or increase in run expectancy as
postulated by Tango et al (2007).
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The plays that will be measured can occur at several points in the batterpitcher interaction. The primary result to the interaction would be for the batter to put

a ball in play. One of several results can transpire after the ball is put into play: a
single, a double, a triple, a homerun, an out, or a GIDP (ground into double play).

Singles are not valued as highly by run expectancy and are not the risky behaviors that

are being studied in this project Furthermore, triples have been shown to be more of

a product of speed and luck than power or skill. They are not under the control of the
batter as much as doubles and homeruns. In each case, Latin American hitters are

predicted to have a higher number of these types of hits than others.
HO: There is no significant difference in terms of doubles, homeruns, or
GIDP between Latin American hitters and other hitters.

HI: There is a significant difference in terms of doubles, homeruns, or
GIDP between Latin American hitters and other hitters.

In lieu of any ball being put into play, it is also possible for the batter to either reach
base or not with a walk or strikeout. A high strikeout, low walk total would imply a

propensity to swing more often and is generally a riskier strategy. Thus, a test needs
to be done to see if Latino players have a significantly lower walk total and a
significantly higher strikeout total as a group.
HO: There is no significant difference in terms of walks or strikeouts
between Latin American hitters and other hitters.

HI: There is a significant difference in terms of walks or strikeouts
between Latin American hitters and other hitters.
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In addition to the interaction between batter and pitcher, risky plays can also occur
while the batter is on base. Stolen bases are an expression of that risky type of

behavior. A difference in stolen base frequency may show a difference in strategy. A

higher number of stolenbases for LatinAmericans shouldbe expected than in other
groups.

HO: There is no significant difference in terms of stolen bases between
Latin American hitters and other hitters.

HI: There is a significant difference in terms of stolen bases between
Latin American hitters and other hitters.

Further, these tests need to be evaluated in terms of correlation between

strategy and numbers of Latin American players in MLB at any point intime. If the
null hypotheses are rejected and the percentage of players of Latin American origin
are increasing, thenperhaps an argument canbe made thatthese strategies are a
contributing factor to this increase.
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METHODOLOGY

This project used a data set called the Lahman Baseball Database using an
interface designed by Randy Myers to study the effect of cultural transmission on

game strategies (Lahman 2010). This data set was modified to include factors such as
age, nationality, and ethnicity in order to create a series of grouping variables. The
data set excluded all players who play the position of pitcher. The final sample size
was 24,512 and contained any individual who has at least 200 plate appearances since
1901 classified by ethnicity as defined by country of origin. Using country of birth to

categorize ethnicity prevents situations where a player may be able to fit into two
groups and it also allows the study to focus on the cultural environment that led to the
teaching of the game. The cutoff in plate appearances is in place due to research that
shows that walk rate does not stabilize until around 200 plate appearances (Slowinski

2010). Microsoft Excel and Minitab was used in the collection, classification, and
analysis of the data.

Using a series of analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests, the aforementioned

hypotheses were tested on a variety of baseball statistics between grouping factors
that include ethnicity and age. These tests allow for a test of the hypotheses about the
existence of differing game strategies between Latino and non-Latino ballplayers.
The ANOVA will show whether there is a difference in the dependent variable that

can be explained by ethnicity. Post-hoc Tukey t-tests will follow the ANOVA test to

establish the specific ethnic groupings in which the differences exist.
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In addition, a graph was made to plot the percentage of players per year versus
ethnicity. This will establish if the different strategies are affecting the population of

Major League Baseball. If the percentage of Latinos in baseball is increasing over
time, then that could be explained by the feedback loop where the high risk strategies
causes interest from MLB and a contract offer. This offer, in turn, influences the

Latino perspective of ballplayers seen as upwardly mobile individuals and also gives

money to Latino ballplayerswhich is often reinvested in their country of origin's
baseball academies. Finally, these factors reinforce the focus on high risk strategies.
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RESULTS

The first set of analyses focus on balls that are put into play (Technically, a

home run is not considered a ball in play for the calculation of some statistics;
however, the distinction in this study is categorical). A series of ANOVAs were run

for three dependent variables characterized as balls in play with a null hypothesis that
there is no difference between any of the groups for any variable. The ANOVAs were

designed to show if there is some difference in the variables between the groups; the
later Tukey test showed which specific groups are different. Doubles, home runs, and

ground in double plays (GIDPs) were used as the responsevariables in a general
linear model againstage and ethnicity. Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the rejection of the
null hypotheses and that there are significant differences (p < 0.05) in both factors for
each of the responses.

A series of Tukey-Kramer tests were also run for each ofthe response
variables. These tests were used to establish between which groups in the

independent variables the differences lay. There is a clear differentiation betweenthe
Hispanic andUS groups in terms of allthree responses (see Appendices C, D, and E).

Figures 1,2, and 3 are visual representations ofthe significant difference in means in
eachof the responses and show the direction ofthose differences. They are also a

good representation of what the results of the Tukey-Kramer test imply. In each case,

the Hispanic group hada higher meanthanthe US group indicating thatthe Hispanic
group is taking a higher risk strategy.
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Table 1

ANOVA for 2B, using adjusted SS for tests

Age Group

4

JS/His/Oth

7909.8

1977.5

21.31

0.000*

2

7790.5
2649.0

2649.0

1324.5

14.27

0.000*

Error

24505

2274144.1

2274144.1

92.8

Total

24511

2284583.6

R-Sq = 0.46%

S = 9.63345

♦Significant difference

R-Sq(adj) = 0.43%

at P < 0.05.

Table 2

ANOVA for HR, using adjusted SS for tests

Age Group

4

3883.2

4518.3

1039.6

11.87

0.000*

US/His/Oth

2

5450.5

5450.5

2725.3

31.12

0.000*

Error

24505

2145728.9

2145728.9

87.6

Total

24511

2155062.6

S = 9.35751

R-Sq = 0.43%

*Significant difference at P < 0.05.

R-Sq(adj) = 0.41%
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Table 3

ANOVA for GIDP, using adjusted SS for tests

Age Group

4

1692.09

1838.83

459.71

18.26

0.000*

2

851.14

33.80

0.000*

Error

1702.27
470122.68

1702.27

18671

470122.68

25.18

Total

18677

473517.05

US/His/Oth

S = 5.01790

R-Sq = 0.72%

♦Significant difference at

P < 0.05.

R-Sq(adj) = 0.68%

Figure 1. Main Effects Plot for 2B
Main Effects Plot for 2B
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Figure 2. Main Effects Plot for HR

Main Effects Plot for HR
Data Means
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Figure 3. Main Effects Plot for GIDP
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The results of the next set of ANOVA tests were conclusive and the null

hypothesis was rejected at a significance level of 0.05. Table 4 and 5 shows the
results of these ANOVAs and that there is significance on the level of ethnicity. The

further post hoc Tukey tests (Appendices F and G) show that there is significance
difference between the groups of US and Latino with Latinos showing more

strikeouts and less walks than US players. As before, there are a series of main

effects plots for the visualization of these differences (see Figure 4 and 5). In this
instance, the Hispanic group had a larger meanin termsof SO, but lower in terms of
BB.

Table 4

ANOVA for BB, using adjusted SS for tests
Sou SS

Source

Age Group

4

90639

84490

21123

41.52

0.000*

US/His/Oth

2

75058

75058

37529

73.78

0.000*

Error

24505

12465428

12465428

509

Total

24511

12631125

S = 22.5541

R-Sq = 1.31%

'Significant difference at P < 0.05

R-Sq(adj)=1.29%
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Table 5

ANOVA for SO, using adjusted SS for tests

Age Group

4

US/His/Oth
Error

22834

Total

22840

2

165963
217280
20562430
20945672

156328
217280
20562430

R-Sq = 1.83%

S = 30.0086

39082
108640
901

43.40
120.64

R-Sq(adj)=1.80%

Significant difference at P < 0.05.

*<ji*

Figure 4. Main Effects Plot for BB

Main Effects Plot for BB
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Figure 5. Main Effects Plot for SO

Main Effects Plot for SO
Data Means
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For stolen bases, another ANOVA test was processed. Again, the results of

the test were conclusive and the null hypothesis was rejected at a significance level of
0.05. Table 6 shows the results of this ANOVA and that there is significance on both

the level of age and the level of ethnicity. Interestingly, the following Tukeytest

(Appendices H) showthat the only significant difference is between the U.S. group
and the rest. As before, there is a main effects plot for the visualization of these
differences (see Figure 6).
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Table 6

ANOVA for SB, using adjusted SS for tests

Age Group

4

30777.4

30628.5

US/His/Oth

2

2088.8

2088.8

7657.1
1044.4

24505
24511

2768130.2
2800996.4

2768130.2

113.0

Error
Total

♦Significant difference

9.25

R-Sq(adj)=1.15%

R-Sq = 1.17%

S - 10.6284

67.79

at P < 0.05.

Figure 6. Main Effects Plot for SB
— — — — —

Main Effects Plot for SB
Data Means
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The final question to be answered is whether there is an increase in Latino

players in Major League Baseball over the past one hundred years. Figure 7 shows a
dramatic increase since the mid-1950s. Hispanic players accounted for 3.07% of all

players in 1954 and 28.4% of all players in 2010. Likewise, US born players
accounted for 96.8% of all players in 1954 and 67.8% of all players in 2010.

Figure 7. Percentage of Player by Ethnic Group by Year

Percentage of Player by Ethnic Group by Year

1900

1920

1940

1960

1980

2000

2020
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CONCLUSION

The purpose of this thesis was to examine the effect of culturally derived game
strategies on the success level of players in the game of baseball. Specifically, I
wanted to look at both the influence of how various Latin American cultures taught

the game in order to better ensure success of players at the MLB level versus how the
game is taught in the United States and Japan. In this model, there is a dichotomy of

game strategies between Latin American and United States players in terms of risk
with Latinostaking a more high risk strategy compared to the United States players.

Through this, I hoped to establish a feedback model in how these game strategies

perpetuatea cycle of enculturationthat further establishes cultural/ethnicidentities.
The best way to show the establishmentof a feedback model is that there is a
difference in strategies between Latino and non-Latino players and by showing that
there is an increase in Latino players.

The results of this project showed fairly conclusively that there is a major
difference in hitting strategies between Latino players and US born players.

Excepting stolen bases, therewas a significant difference between the two groups in
all response variables. Latino players had, on average, fewer walks, more strikeouts,
more GIDPs, more doubles, and more home runs than US players. There does seem to

be a significant effect of culture on the results that a player has within the game of
baseball.

To show the feedback model, there would have to be an increase in the

number of Hispanic players overtime. Indeed, there is a significant increase in the
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number over time and although there could be many reasons that this would be so; the
existence of this fact does not contradict the model. Therefore, there is a very real
difference in results between the two groups. The increase in number of Latino

players over time and the higher number of big plays indicates that there very well
could be a difference in game strategy based on culture.
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Appendix A
Player Count by Place of Birth
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American Samoa

4

4

Aruba

1

5

Australia

11

16

Bahamas

7

23

British Honduras

2

25

Canada

171

196

Colombia

35

231

Cuba

312

543

Curacao

19

562

Czechoslovakia

12

574

Dominican Republic
England

855

1429

17

1446

France

6

1452

Germany

10

1462

Honduras

3

1465

Ireland

24

1489

Italy

4

1493

Jamacia

32

1525

Japan

49

1574

Mexico

111

1685

Netherlands Antilles

2

1687

Nicaragua
Norway

10

1697

9

1706

Puerto Rico

684

2390

Panama

140

2530

Russia

8

2538

Scotland

13

2551

South Korea

6

2557

USA

21430

23987

Virgin Islands

30

24017

Venezuela

463

24480

West Germany

20

24500

Wales

12

24512

TOTAL

24512

24512

Total US

21430

Total Hispanic

2615

Total Other

467
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Appendix B

Plots of Means
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IntervalPlotof HR
95% CI for the Mean
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Interval Plot of BB
95% a for the Mean
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Interval Plot of SO
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Appendix C

Tukey Post-Hoc Tests for 2B
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Tukey Simultaneous Tests (2B)
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Ethnicity
»ted I -Value

[»- Val

[ispanic subtracted from Ethnicity
Other

-1.149

-2.374

0.0463

US

-1.063

•5.324

0.0000*

0.1911

0.9801

Other subtracted from Ethnicity
US

0.08612
♦Significant difference

at P < 0.05.
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Appendix D
Tukey Post-Hoc Tests for HR

44

Tukey Simultaneous Tests (HR)
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Ethnicity
1)ifferenee of N leans

Adjusted 1-Value

P- Value

1 ihnicitN

Hispanic subtracted from Ethnicity
Other

-0.997

-2.119

0.0860

US

-1.522

-7.846

0.0000*

-1.200

0.4532

Other subtracted from Ethnicity
US

-0.5253

'Significant difference at P < 0.05.
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Appendix E
Tukey Post-Hoc Test for GIDP
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Tukey Simultaneous Tests (GIDP)
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Ethnicity
1)ifferenee o\' \ leans

Adjusted 1-V; lue

P- Value

1 ihnieitN

Hispanic subtracted rom Ethnicity
Other

-1.719

-5.843

0.0000*

US

-0.778

-7.314

0.0000*

3.359

0.0023*

Other subtracted from Ethnicity
US

0.9404

*Significant difference at P < 0.05.
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Appendix F
Tukey Post-Hoc Tests for BB
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Tukey Simultaneous Tests (BB)
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Ethnicity
1)ifferenee o\~ Means

Adjusted 1-Value

P- Value

1 thnieiu

Hispanic subtracted from Ethnicity
Other

6.217

5.484

0.0000*

US

5.656

12.096

0.0000*

-0.5320

0.8556

Other subtracted from Ethnicity
US

-0.5614
♦Significantdifference

at P < 0.05.
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Appendix G
Tukey Post-Hoc Tests for SO
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Tukey Simultaneous Tests (SO)
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Ethnicity
1)ifferenee of \ leans

Adjusted f-Value

P- Value

1 lhnieit\

Hispanic subtracted rom Ethnicity
Other

1.500

0.93

0.6208

US

-8.901

-14.24

0.0000*

-6.862

0.0000*

Other subtracted from Ethnicity
US

-10.40

♦Significant difference

at P < 0.05.
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Appendix H

Tukey Post-Hoc Test for SB

52

Tukey Simultaneous Tests (SB)
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Ethnicity
! >ifferenee o\' Means

Adjusted 1-Value

P- Value

1 ihnieils

Hispanic subtracted from Ethnicity
Other

1.0369

1.941

0.1273

US

-0.6285

-2.853

0.0121*

-3.349

0.0023*

Other subtracted from Ethnicity
US

-1.665

'Significant difference at P < 0.05.
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